
Our growing company is hiring for an AML compliance analyst. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for AML compliance analyst

Financial Crimes Compliance technology helps fulfill this mandate by building
applications which help compliance build controls , surveillances and
investigative applications to prevent, detect and mitigate potential financial
crimes
As Analyst in Financial Crimes Compliance you will be responsible to build
and develop next generation architecture for FCC Tech based on latest
technologies including Enterprise platform stack, Datalake , eTask, DASH UI,
REST, Angular Js, RabbitMQ , Drools rules, MongoDB, Hadoop, Spark
FCC Tech consumes large amount of data to build surveillances and
investigative tools
You will be part of projects to potentially use big data and machine learning
technologies to build behavioral surveillances
As part of firms commitment to regulators, FCC Tech is focuses on delivering
multiple projects ranging from a new Client Risk scoring platform, building a
Customer profile demonstrating client’s transactional activity trends and
client behavioral surveillances
You will part of high impact pods focused on delivering these projects
You will be exposed to latest technologies
You will also be working closely with Financial Crimes Compliance and getting
exposure to wide variety of business functions in great details
Develop and implement effective model challenge criteria
Produce independent validation reports, issue recommendations to model
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Qualifications for AML compliance analyst

Strong understanding of the Singapore regulatory (Monetary Authority of
Singapore) requirements for retail consumer financial services or credit card
business
Experience in dealing with the regulators on compliance matters
Strong understanding of & experience in AML/CTF and Sanctions operations
at global financial institutions
Professional certifications or Diplomas in AML relevant area
Strong understanding of credit card and/or retail consumer banking business
models at a global financial institutions, with complex system & technology
infrastructure and a matrix organizational structure
Hands-on experience or professional certifications in internal controls


